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Suicide
Abu Hoque Musafir

(It's A Verse of Life Written in the Look of Philosophy of the 3rd Eye - A Silent Dialogue Between A Depressed Slave and the KING of the Universe)

Bless Me Oh My God,
My Fear, Cry & Cheer, Love & Dear Lord,
I Know, Surely You Are So Great, Kind and Broad,
Even You Are Not So Far,
Safe, Peace, Comfort & Care Shelter,
I Don't See You, As So Closer and Nearer,
You Know Well Everything and Also See and Hear,
Being the Maker, Donor & Sole Owner,
The Creator of My Soul & Life, My Son & Daughter,
And the Wealth, Sweet Wife and the Whole Universe Only You Are,
I Don't Like In the Life of Earth and or in the Sky to be Burned & Fried,
Please, Let Me Give A Life of Lessons, Messages and the Way to End & Last of Right Guide.
Why I Am So Much Sufferer,
By the Odd & Adverse Behavior,
My Pains and the Gains What Those Are,
The Victim of the Misfortune and Cruel Nature,
What Have, What Not and My Sorrows & Pleasure,
No Doubt, You Are the Only Protector, Helper & Rescuer,
Though Why Not, What Are My Fault, You Are In My Good Favor,
The Shortfalls, Drawbacks and Pains Is the Burner, Don't Like Further,
Oh My King,
My Life and Whatever I Have Everything,
Towards the Easier Way of Total Peace & Happiness, Why Not Driving,
You Are the Builder, Creator, Only Donor and Giver, I Have Nothing Which to Hide,
Those Are the Reasons Often & Sometimes Which I Can't Bear, Is Telling Me to Suicide.
Do You Know, Who We Are?
And Why, We Have Came On Tour Here?
There's An Assignment, Need to Address and Should Make A Note Always to Remember.
How Excellent and Strange, We Have Got A Beautiful Earth,
This Is Our Wonderful Life, As the Best of All Creatures We Got Human Birth, It's Really for Us, A Great Gift, Satisfaction, Pleasure and A Matter of Pride, God Asking, Don't You Trust My Bless, Kindness & Power, Why Not Beg & Pray to Me, So, Tell Me Your Gap of the Wants, Problems, Pains and Tragedies for Why You to Suicide.


It's Important, Huge and Vast Not Less, Nothing but the Best of Essential Lessons and Messages, It's Every Where, That's Whatever and Wherever, Lessons & Messages Not Only In the Nature, Rich or Poor, Having or Not the Smartness and Glamour, The Peoples of Either Education and Profession of the Persons Whoever, Open Your 3rd Eye, Don't be Afraid, Nervous & Shy, Precious Things and Assets You Should Buy, Free of Costs from the Nature, Would Make Perfect Watchful, Fine and Fair, Towards the Aim, Target and Success it's A Perfect Mirror and the Book of Guide,

God Asking, Don't You Trust My Bless, Kindness & Power, Why Not Beg & Pray to Me, So, Tell Me Your Gap of the Wants, Problems, Pains and Tragedies for Why You to Suicide. The Life, It's A Train, Good Engine and Driver Is the Sharp Brain,
What's Good or What's Bad, If No Reply, Ask Again & Again,
Achieve and Absorb In the Heart of Memory, Nerves and the Veins,
A Long Journey of the Last Destination, Certain Loss and Something to Gain,
The Life In This Earth Is Only Once Not Twice,
Somebody Singing, Laughing, Some Are Crying In the Fence,
Some Are Eating, Some Suffering Hunger, Somebody Wasting Food Some Are In Dance,
Whatever, the Life Period Is Very Short,
So, the Right & Wrong or Bad & Good Need Hurry to Define, Pick & Sort,
It's A Run Win or Lose,
Giving A Gold Eggs Like A Golden Goose,
The Hens, Peacocks, Cats, Dogs, Deers and Tigers,
Living Same Land In Friendship, Compromise or Fight & Dangers,
Think and Consider, It's A Big Field of Fairs and Picking Flowers, Very Wide,
God Asking, Don't You Trust My Bless, Kindness & Power, Why Not Beg & Pray to Me,
So, Tell Me Your Gap of the Wants, Problems, Pains and Tragedies for Why You to Suicide.
Our Dot Life At Look Is A War Field or A Flower Park,
Don't Forget to Think About the Unseen Life of No Boundary In the Dark,
Joys & Pains Are the Life's Part,
Fall & Rise In the Dark, Ditch and Dirt,
Need A Big Torch,
Never Sitting Upon the Horse,
Moving Up the Clouds, With Colorful Dreams Don't Climb or Ride,
God Asking, Don't You Trust My Bless, Kindness & Power, Why Not Beg & Pray to Me,
So, Tell Me Your Gap of the Wants, Problems, care and Tragedies for Why You to Suicide.
The Little Sacrifice,
Would Open Your Blind Eyes,
Which Discover the No Pillar Seven Skies,
If You Have Any Failure,
Think, As the Pillar of Success, Word Is Pure,
About the Power, Kindness & Help of God Be Confident & Sure,
So, Don't be Puzzled and Upset,
Your Desires Would Soon Definitely Get,
Set A Big Searchlight, be Steady & Tight, Your Body & Mind Inside,
God Asking, Don't You Trust My Bless, Kindness & Power, Why Not Beg & Pray to Me,
So, Tell Me Your Gap of the Wants, Problems, Pains and Tragedies for Why You to Suicide.
It's A Nature's Play & Fun,
The Nature's Creator & Owner Done,
Look Behind the Hills, Rising A New Sun,
Your Plan & Performance Is A Strong Gun,
When You Feel, You Have Nothing & None,
The Universe, It's Creator and the Sole Owner,
Almighty Lord, Your Life, Who Have No Equal Power or Partner,
Don't Forget, HIS Favorite, Pet & Mate, Is Always With to Help Having Beside,
God Asking, Don't You Trust My Bless, Kindness & Power, Why Not Beg & Pray to Me,
So, Tell Me Your Gap of the Wants, Problems, Pains and Tragedies for Why You to Suicide.
Try to be Remain Ever Green & Alive,
Tolerance & Sacrifice Is A Battle, Sword and Knife,
The Pleasures & Joys,
Are the Choice of Baby Toys,
It's the Great Pleasure and Cheer,
You Must Do Something for the Others,
Don't They Expect or Want Any Cry or the Tears,
Returns & Punishments On the Deeds You Have Done, By Death Are the Wise Fears,
Good Way to be the Honorable Member,
Your Feelings and the Conscience to Rise and Come Closer,
Like the Lord’s Family or A Guest As the Admirable Groom and Bride,
God Asking, Don't You Trust My Bless, Kindness & Power, Why Not Beg & Pray to Me,
So, Tell Me Your Gap of the Wants, Problems, Pains and Tragedies for Why You to Suicide.
Be Careful, Never Do It,
Find Your Faults and If You Have Some Shortfalls, Make Yourself Fit,
To Adjust With All the Adverse,
Need to See, Find, Explore, Search and Nurse,
Everything, Everybody & Everywhere Either Good or Bad, Dark or Light and Farce,
Get and Remain Always Ready for Race of Run,
Keeping the Temper Cool and Soft Is the Best Solution,
You Must Have to Meet the Circumstances, Environment & Situation,
It's A Great Challenge & Bid to Get Rid,
A Bright Dawn and the Golden Days Are Ahead,
Do You Think, Why, You Are A Great Foolish and Stupid,
Awake Your Sleeping Humanity, Talents and Annoyance & Nuisance to Burn and Buried,
What You Have In Hand, Is Not Less,
Wait for the Next Chance to Gain A More and Success,
Suicide Is A Unpardonable Severe Crime and Fault,
Be A Complete Man of Justice Having Deep Feelings & Thought,
Make the Look & Mentality of Everything Decent, Smooth and Up-Ride,
God Asking, Don't You Trust My Bless, Kindness & Power, Why Not Beg & Pray to Me,
So, Tell Me Your Gap of the Wants, Problems, Pains and Tragedies for Why You to Suicide.
Waiting for A Beautiful & Pleasant Future,
We Are the Best Creatures and the Great Creator's Servant & Messenger,
Don't Think Never & Ever,
Everything Is Available and Very Near,
No Way to Go Front and the Destination Is So Far,
This Is Not the Last Shelter,
If Lost, Would Not Get It Again Never,
Believe, When A Door Closed and There's A Bar,
Many Doors Still Open for You, Awaiting Everything Enough and More Better,
God Asking, Don't You Trust My Bless, Kindness & Power, Why Not Beg & Pray to Me,
So, Tell Me Your Gap of the Wants, Problems, Pains and Tragedies for Why You to Suicide.
No Reason of Frustration,
Which Brings Only Huge Destruction,
Need Avoid the Emotion, Sentiment and Tension,
Bringing Great Rewards Your Tolerance, Repentance & Realization,
A Cool Thinking, Would Ensure Everything Best and the Excellent Creation,
Do You Know, Your Identity,
Owing You Have So Many Liability,
Achieve God's Kindness and the Great Bless,
To the God, Creatures & Creations, Parents & Family and the Poor & Helpless,
Lets Wash & Clean the Dirties & Meanness of Mind & Body By Spiritual Tide,
God Asking, Don't You Trust My Bless, Kindness & Power, Why Not Beg & Pray to Me,
So, Tell Me Your Gap of the Wants, Problems, Pains and Tragedies for Why You to Suicide.
Look, Towards You Somebody Is Looking,
Do You Know Why, They Are Expecting Earnestly to You to Get Something,
Suicide Is Definitely A Great Crime,
So, Don't Ignore Their Expectation & Desire or Deprive,
We Are Within the God's Net Anytime May Raid,
All Learned, Scholar, Philosopher, Wise and the Saint Said,
Don't Be Anxious and Never Worried and Afraid,
About the Everyday's Problems and Pains But Wait for A New Aid,
Definitely That's for You,
A Beautiful, Hopeful & Peaceful Day Is Coming Tomorrow,
You Would Get Something Amazing, Exceptional, Excellent and New,
Killing A Life or Soul Is A Great Sinful Crime,
Unavoidable, Most Dangerous, Dreadful, Terrible and Prime,
A Drastic Punishment Awaiting of Strange Burning,
In the Fire of the Burning Volcano of the Hell But Never Vanish or Ash Making,
God Asking, Don't You Trust My Bless, Kindness & Power, Why Not Beg & Pray to Me,
So, Tell Me Your Gap of the Wants, Problems, Pains and Tragedies for Why You to Suicide.
Right Now Make A New Plan,
There Are Different Ways and Option,
So, Building A New Life, Which A Man Easily Can,
Who Have No Shelter and Really There's Nothing and None,
Doing Many Unbelievable Things A New Creation Is Possible for A Man,
Adjust, Wait & See and Try to Stay Alive A Day More, What Happens Then to be A Fan,
Who Lost Everything & Everybody, Have Also Many Alternative Sources to Survive,
The World Is Very Big, Can Go Away Far Anywhere to Find Hopes & Supports to Alive,
Read Again & Again More to Learn,
Go to Death By Usual Process and Positive Turn,
Start Utilize the Opportunities to Explore You and to be Nice,
What's the Achievements & the Gains of Your Life Let's Review, Update and Revise,
To Welcome the Grand Rewards,
Coming from the Sky the Royal Invitation Cards,
Even Something Great, Surprising & Interesting for You, By Abide,
God Asking, Don't You Trust My Bless, Kindness & Power, Why Not Beg & Pray to Me,
So, Tell Me Your Gap of the Wants, Problems, Pains and Tragedies for Why You to Suicide.
Look, Worldwide there Are,
Many Pains, Fall & Rise and Cheers,
There's A Smooth & Wide Way to Live Better,
Please Don't Forget, Keep In Mind Always to Remember,
Your Life is Not Only for you but for the Nature, all Creature & Others,
Looking & Expecting Something to you Needy & Helpless Brothers & Sisters,
Trust ME I'M Not A Liar, 
Is Really Always In Your Favor,
As the Best of My All Creatures,
The Only Extreme & Highest Power,
The Great World & the Beautiful Nature,
Saver of the All Pain, Problem & Disaster,
There Is Not As You Think, So Fear & Danger,
No Partner, No Competitor and the Creator, Builder & Feeder,
I Think, to become A Perfect Man You Have Never yet Tried,
Don't be Disheartened,
Believe It, No Doubt I'm Your Friend,
You Are the Greatest Foolish, Rubbish & Worthless Thinking to Suicide,
If Not Understand & Realize the Above, You Have Really No Right At All Ever to Feel Pride.
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